
Reduce Stress At Work  
      Stress at work can lead to accidents and injuries. To 
stay safe, practice these habits (from the Inverse website) 
for keeping stress at bay:  

• Build strong relationships. Spending time with friends 
and family outside of work can help you better deal with 
the demands of your job. Connecting with others will 
build emotional resources that let you deal with work-
related stressors better.  

• Practice mindfulness. Meditation, yoga, or other 
mindfulness techniques activate your nervous system 
and help you stay calm when the pressure hits. You’ll be 
able to slow down, assess the situation, and avoid the 
fight-or-flight response that’s common in stressful 
situations.  

• Cultivate meaningful hobbies. Having challenging 
activities outside of work can take your mind off your 
job worries so you arrive at your workplace fresh and 
ready to respond to crises. You don’t have to climb 
mountains or race dirt bikes, but any activity that 
occupies your mind will help reset your priorities and 
see problems with a more relaxed perspective.  
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Do You Have A Question About Car 
Maintenance That You Want Answered? 

We love to hear from all of our good friends and clients 
who enjoy reading our monthly newsletter. If you have a 
question about anything related to your vehicle, feel free to  
reach out to us… 

Call us at 
(519) 455-5351 

Visit our website at 
www.rickyratchets.com

September Events 
September 2nd  Labour Day 
September 6th  Read A Book Day 
September 12th  National Video Games Day 
September 13th  Friday The 13th 
September 21st  International Peace Day 
September 22nd  Elephant Appreciation Day 
September 25th  National Comic Book Day 
September 28th  Ask A Stupid Question Day  
 

 Search For Earth-like Worlds  
Takes A Step Forward  

      Scientists searching for Earth-like worlds beyond the 
solar system have a new tool: NEAR (Near Earths in the 
Alpha Cen Region), which began operating in May, will 
scan the Alpha Centauri system for habitable planets.  
      NEAR is a thermal coronagraph installed in a 
telescope in Chile that can block the light of stars and 
look for heat radiating from worlds in orbit. Alpha 
Centauri is a three-star system located 4.3 light-years 
away, the closest system to our world. Astronomers have 
already discovered planets in the system—an Earth-size 
planet dubbed Proxima b, orbiting the red dwarf star 
Proxima Centauri, and a planet candidate circling the 
same star.  
      NEAR will look at Alpha Centauri 
AB, a binary star system, using an 
upgrade to an existing instrument 
to block out the glare of the two 
stars and also compensate for the 
blur of Earth’s own atmosphere. 
It’s capable of spotting planets 
twice the size of Earth or larger. 

Expires 09/30/19.       Cannot be combined with other offers.      Limit one per person.

“STOP YOU IN YOUR TRACKS” SAVINGS
For The Month Of September Only, Receive  

$50.00 OFF Any Brake Repair Or Service Over $250.00!!
SAVE 

$50.00



Thank You!  Thank You!   
Thank You! 

  
Special thanks go out to all of our clients and friends who 
graciously referred our shop to their friends and neighbors 
last month! Our business is built based on the positive 
comments and referrals from people just like you. We just 
couldn’t do it without you. 

Victoria Zwicker, Thomas Bath,  
& Rob McMullin

Saying Goodbye To College Students  
      September is when many young people leave for 
college for the first time. It’s exciting, but it can be 
traumatic for parents. Here’s some advice, from the 
Yahoo website, for handling the separation without tears:  

➡ Keep busy beforehand. There’ll be lots to do to 
prepare—buying new clothes, making sure 
electronics are up to date, and so forth. Immerse 
yourself in activity. 

➡  
Think of the positives. Remember, this is a chance 
to watch your child learn and grow. Embrace the 
opportunity instead of dwelling on your sadness. 

➡ Let them make decisions. Giving your college 
student a little extra leeway in making decisions 
about things can build your confidence in his or her 
judgment—and in the future.  

Remember What Labour Day  
Is All About  

      As you fire up your grill one last time for the summer, 
remember that Labour Day is about more than 
barbecuing. This yearly celebration of the average worker 
is a tribute to labour’s contribution to the economic and 
social well-being. 
      A statutory holiday in Canada since 1894, Labour Day 
originates from the first workers’ rallies of the Victorian 
era. Celebrated annually on the first Monday in 
September, the day was marked by various activities, such 
as parades, speeches, games and amateur competitions, as 
well as picnics. 
      By holding such public events, workers aimed to 
demonstrate their solidarity and belonging to the working 
class during a time of accelerating change in the relations 
of production. After the Second World War, participation 
in these activities largely declined, though the government 
continues to recognize the holiday.  

How Much Coffee Can You Safely 
Drink? A Lot  

      Coffee lovers can be understandably confused by the 
mixed messages they’re getting about the health risks/ 
benefits of their favorite beverage. Some studies have 
suggested that drinking too much coffee can cause 
stiffening of the arteries, increasing the chance of suffering 
a heart attack or stroke. On the other hand ...  
      A new study from the British Heart Association, 
reported on the CNN website, suggests that drinking three 
cups of coffee or more a day is no worse for arteries than 
drinking a single cup. Researchers studied more than 8,000 
people in the United Kingdom, some of whom drank one 
coffee or less a day, others who drank one to three cups, 
and a third group who reported consuming up to 25 cups of 
coffee a day. All participants were given MRI heart scans 
and infrared pulse wave tests, and scientists corrected the 
data for such factors as age, weight, diet, tobacco and 
alcohol use, and other factors.  
      The findings appear to show that drinking 
three cups or more a day doesn’t significantly 
increase artery stiffness compared with 
consuming just one cup. No one is 
recommending binging on 20 cups or more 
per day, but you can rest easier knowing 
your arteries apparently aren’t in danger.  

Head And Tail 

What has a head, a tail, is brown,  
and has no legs? 

Answer: A penny

We’d like to Celebrate your Birthday with you!                                                                                             
Just stop by and show us your Drivers License and you’ll 

receive a FREE $20 Ratchet Buck on Us! 
Expires 09/30/19

Is It Your Birthday This Month?

https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/travail-5
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/histoire-des-travailleurs
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/deuxieme-guerre-mondiale
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/travail-5
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/histoire-des-travailleurs
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/deuxieme-guerre-mondiale
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Congratulations To Our  
Client Of The Month! 

Every month, we choose a very special client of the month. 
It’s our way of acknowledging our great clients and saying 
thanks to those that support our business with referrals and 
repeat business. 
This month’s Client of the Month is  

Shirley Harkness

Do You Want To Win A Free 
$25.00 Gas Gift Card? 

  
The first 10 people to call with the correct answer will be 
eligible to win. At the end of the month we’ll draw one 
lucky name. That winner will receive a FREE $25.00 Gas 
Gift Card from us! Here is this month’s question… Alpha 
Centauri is a three-star system located how many light-
years away? 
     (Hint: the answer is somewhere in this newsletter) 
  

a) 5.1 Light-years       c) 6.4 Light-years     
b) 2.3 Light-years      d) 4.3 Light-years 

  

Call right now with your answer!   
Last month’s trivia challenge was, How hot can the 
interior of your vehicle get in summer weather? Answer: 
A) 120 degrees. Congratulations to last month’s 
winner… 

Larry Clark

Thanks For The Kind Words 

“Another amazing service from Rick and his 
team. I can’t thank them enough for 
taking time from their busy schedule to get 
my truck fixed up and me on my way!!!! As 
always, everyone was friendly and 
knowledgeable and the prices are always 
fair.”    

~ Peter Pol, London, On. 

Give Money Advice  
That Pays Off  

      You may want to give advice about money to your 
children, or to friends, but you don’t want your words to 
go to waste. Here’s some advice on how to give advice, 
from the Nerdwallet website: 

✓ Make sure they want advice. Don’t force advice on 
people who aren’t willing to listen. Try something 
diplomatic, like, “I’ve noticed you’re having some 
trouble staying within your budget. If you want some 
ideas, let me know.”  

✓ Use the right words. Don’t blame people for their 
money mistakes or say anything that makes them feel 
stupid. Be empathetic. Share your own mistakes to 
show you understand their situation.  

✓ Ask questions. Find out what their obstacles are. Try 
questions like, “What’s hardest for you?” or “Why do 
you find saving difficult?” Tackle these problems one 
by one instead of trying to solve all their problems at 
once.  

Jake's Jokes: 
Q: What is the best way to get straight A's?  A: Use a ruler!  

Q: Where do dogs like to park their cars?  A: A barking lot! 
Q: Why did the computer get glasses?  A:  To improve its websight! 

Q: Why can't an elephant use a computer?  A: He's too afraid of the mouse! 
Q: Why did the apple have to leave the library? A: He wasn't using his in-cider voice!  



 

 

 

Do You or Does Someone You Know Need A CERTIFIED  Vehicle??    We Can Help!! 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Getting a new vehicle?  We 

BUY GOOD USED VEHICLES! 

 

Need another vehicle?  We 

SELL GOOD USED VEHICLES! 
 

We Accept Vehicle Donations For The 

Heart And Stroke Foundation - Get A 

Charitable Donation Receipt 

For Your Taxes! 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 F  O  R     S  A  L  E  

2011 HONDA CIVIC DX 

188,900 KMS 

$7,700.00 

 

2011 CHEV MALIBU-POLICE 

165,00 KMS 

$ 6,495.00 

 

 

 

 

2006 CHEVROLET UPLANDER 

190,000 KMS 

$3,900.00 

3.9L 6 CYL 4DR AUTO - FINISHED IN SILVER WITH 

CLEAN PLUSH GREY INTERIOR. LOADED WITH POWER 

OPTIONS AND COLD A/C!YOU WILL NOT BE 

DISAPPOINTED! 

3.9L V6 AUTO FINISHED IN SILVER WITH GREY CLOTH 

INTERIOR. 7 PASSENGER! NEW TRANS COOLER LINES, 

BRAKES, RF WHEEL BEARING AND MORE! 

.ENTERTAINMENT PACKAGE WITH DVD PLAYER! 

LEATHER INTERIOR, 2 DVD PLAYERS, HEATED 

SEATS, NAVIGATION, SUNROOF, A/C  

AND MORE! V8- 7 PASSENGER! 

2005 INFINITI QX56 

159,000 KMS 

$10,900.00 

 

 

 

 

6 CYL AUTO 4 DR FINISHED IN WHITE WITH BLACK 

LEATHER INTERIOR. SUPER CLEAN ALL AROUND!! 

LOADED! LOW KMS! 

2014 CHRYSLER 200 

85,000 KMS 

$12,995.00 

 

 

 

 

1.8L 4CYL AUTO 4 DR FINISHED IN BLUE WITH 

GREY CLOTH INTERIOR. LOTS OF OPTIONS! 

DRIVES GREAT!! 

2005 NISSAN SENTRA SE 

146,000 KMS 

$3,800.00 

 

 

 

 

FINISHED IN WHITE WITH GREY CLOTH INTERIOR. 

ONLY 110K!! DRIVES GREAT - COLD A/C  

 FRESH OIL CHANGE. JUST IN. 

2009 PONTIAC G5 SE 

110,000 KMS 

$4,900.00 

 

 

 

 

1.5L 4 CYL 5 SPEED MANUAL 4 DOOR FINISHED  

IN BLUE WITH CLOTH INTERIOR 

GOOD BODY. COLD A/C! OPTIONS! 

 
2007 TOYOTA YARIS 

168,000 KMS 

$4,995.00 

 

 

 

 

2.0L 4CYL MANUAL FINISHED IN GREY.  

LOTS OF OPTIONS! COLD A/C! HEATED SEATS! 

SCRATCH AND DENT SALE!! 
2010 KIA SOUL 

188,00 KMS 

$5,995.00 

 

 

 

 

2.7L 4 DR AUTO FINISHED IN SILVER WITH NICE 

PLUSH GREY CLOTH INTERIOR. 

COLD A/C!  DRIVES GREAT! 

2006 CHRYSLER SEBRING 

151,000 KMS 

$3,400.00 

 

 

 

 

****PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE TAX OR LICENSING FEES**** 

SPORTY 2 DOOR STICK WITH  

THE LOUD MUFFLER!!  4 CYLINDER MANUAL. 

A/C AND POWER OPTIONS 

AFTERMARKET RIMS 

 

1996 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE 

 176,000 KMS 

$ 4,995.00 

 

 

 

6 CYL AUTO 176000 KM, FINISHED IN RED WITH 

TAN CLOTH INTERIOR. WINTER 

STORED! NEWER BLACK TOP!  
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